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Shed 6 x 4 ft sited hard against neighbours property to give 
maximum stoarge area around it. Erected on a concrete base and 
accessed via a path beside the house. 

Storage area beside shed and path from the main path, constructed 
from concrete to provide a hardstanding.

Existing paved terrace outside patio doors.

Paving to match main terrace giving access to side of house and 
shed/ storage area but leaving a small pocket to plant a climber 
against the shed.

Gate from side of house and driveway giving access in to the 
garden.
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Stepping stones providing access through the planting from the lawn to the area
between the nieighbours garages.

Area of lawn to be retained. Edged in Everedge or similar to 
maintain smart lines and for ease of maintenance.
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- All shapes and sizes are as accurate as possible but are subject to change according to existing features, new features, services, ground levels, revisions etc. 
- All dimensions are to be checked on site.
- There should be no scaling from this drawing for costings or material ordering until measurements have been checked on site.
- Any planting positions, symbols, shapes and sizes are only for graphic representation and may not correspond to the finished garden. Use only as a guide unless stated, as in a planting plan.
- No part of these drawings are to be used by anyone other than Bushy Business unless an agreement has been given.

BRIEF/ AIM: KEY:

Collingwood GL016 groundlights

Circle of lawn with stepping stones running from the main lawn provide a path that
leads you to a metal pagoda structure at the end, nestled amongst planting.

Area of decking for a sofa, armchairs and coffee table to sit and relax. Decking to sit
at the same level as the lawn to give a more seamless feel.

Subtle lighting washing up the garage wall and gently illuminating the decking.

Area of mixed planting.

Planting pocket in decking for climbers to be planted to help clothe the
garage and also the panel fence. Section of trellis work to be built to cover

above the panel fence to aid screening with neighbouring garden.

White metal obelisks to tie in with the metal pagoda structure in the area between
the neighbours garage.

Climibing plants tied on to horizontal straining wires on garage wall help to clothe the
mass of brickwork and bring seasonal flowering interest.

Area of planting consisting of mixed shrub planting along with herbaceous
perennials and climbers to provide structure, colour, form and interest throughout

the year.

Multi-stem tree, such as an Amelanchier lamarckii to give height, structure and
detract from neighbours garage. Also adding depth and tiering to the planting, along

with seasonal interest with its spring flowers and bright autumn colour.

Stepping stones curving around the lawn to guide you from the main 
terrace to the deck.

Area of mixed planting.


